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POWER ON
Esports is one of the most dynamic, exciting, and fastest
growing sports on the planet. Not to mention one of the fastest
growing facets of the global gaming industry. The thrill is
unrivaled for the millions of fans who watch every month and
wager millions each year. But the question is, how can casino
operators, esports tournament operators, and software suppliers
maintain esports’ integrity while also continuing to grow?
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IT’S A TEAM SPORT
GLI’s team of wagering experts are passionate about the sport and about
ensuring continued integrity within organized competitions. The GLI team
seamlessly blends their wagering expertise and thought leadership with GLI’s
strong and unique position in the global gaming industry. The result is an
unmatchable skillset that helps the esports industry leverage its self-regulation
with GLI’s technical and cybersecurity expertise. That combination helps to
create an even greater level of confidence for stakeholders in traditional
gaming markets. Whether you’re a casino operator, esports tournament
operator, or a software supplier, when you enlist the GLI team to play on your
side, you have a powerful partner with a deep bench of knowledge.
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HOW GLI SUPPORTS
THE ESPORTS INDUSTRY
At GLI, we help operators and suppliers of all sizes
and of all types navigate the future of gaming. We
are globally recognized for our certification, training,
and knowledge. It’s these areas of expertise
that have drawn casino operators and software
suppliers worldwide to GLI, and is how together,
we help to maintain the integrity of the industry.

GLI HELPS TO ENSURE THE INTEGRITY
OF THE GAME

CERTIFICATION

FOR OPERATORS, SUPPLIERS, AND –

With the repeal of PASPA and more and more

ULTIMATELY – THE GAMING PUBLIC.

States and Tribes coming on board with sports
wagering across the U.S., that has helped to usher
in wagering on esports events in some markets. We
can test and certify esports wagering equipment,
as well as the security of the environments
within which they operate, to demonstrate
compliance with sports betting regulations, GLI33 Event Wagering Standards, or other appointed
industry best practices. Our network of 24 labs
is interconnected, so your work continues day
and night, wherever you are in the world.
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ESPORTS IS OUTPACING
SOME MAJOR LEAGUE
SPORTS AUDIENCES.

We can support the creation and audit of
local venue control maintenance procedures
for equipment, and we provide any
necessary documentation for independent
evaluation of procedures if needed/

GOLDMAN SACHS

requested by an esports authority.

EXPERIENCE

PROCEDURE/
DOCUMENT REVIEW
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CONSULTATION
We provide the vital consultation to keep you ahead of the game. Our consultation services include:
• Creating procedures for

• Developing procedures for

• Procedures for the venue

verifying esports gaming

the venue to document and

to handle equipment

equipment to confirm

vet athletes prior to major

malfunctions during the

equivalency prior to

events (i.e. restricted/banned

course of a competition

competition, including:

players, association with

system hardware, player

event organizer/official, etc.)

devices, client software
mods, communications
systems, configurations,
and display devices, etc.
• Controls to prevent locally

• Industry best practices for
handling match-fixing/
tournament manipulation
and unfair performance
enhancing actions such

installed cheats, mods,

as cheats, collusion/

wallhacks, aimbots, and others

stream-sniping, and more

• Industry best practices for
competition rules, controls,
and exception handling
• IT infrastructure best practices
to support competition
integrity and mitigate hacking
• Consulting with Tribal and
State regulators as necessary
while utilizing GLI’s globally
trusted relationships with
regulatory agencies

THE AVERAGE MONTHLY ESPORTS AUDIENCE SIZE
WILL JUMP TO 276 MILLION BY 2022.
GOLDMAN SACHS
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ILLUMINATE
YOUR PATH TO
GREATNESS
The esports industry is ripe with opportunity. GLI has

ESPORTS GAMBLING REVENUE
SET TO HIT US$14BN IN 2020

the team, knowledge, experience, and expertise
to help you navigate the way forward in this thrilling

SPORTS PRO MEDIA

space. Contact our esports team today and let
us help you illuminate your path to greatness.
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